
3.8. Conclusion

post-surgical limb rehabilitation, by providing individual patients with a tool capable

of monitoring the motor performance of the limb in an ecological environment, i.e. in

daily living. The system has many other possible implementations, from work injury

prevention to daily home activities.

The measurement uncertainties seem to be more than acceptable for the targeted clin-

ical applications [Hoving et al., 2002, Riddle, 1987, Mullaney, 2010, Kolber et al., 2012,

van de Pol et al., 2010].

The battery life allows the device to guarantee an ecological analysis with about 12

hours of continuous use. This battery life is guaranteed with the battery of the V2. The

battery has been further improved in the V3, as described in Section 2.5.1.

The next chapter reports the movement analysis performed by the Sentry on healthy

people, comparing results with the Gold Standard of motion analysis, i.e. the Vicon.

The expected deviation between the Sentry measurement and the natural movement is

higher than the tests performed on a robot with controlled movements because of the

greater complexity of the observed movements.
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Chapter 4

On-person measurement
By testing the Sentry in a controlled environment as described in Chapter 3, an an-

gular accuracy of around 5.0 deg were found, which can be reduced by the presence

of distortions in the local magnetic field and is generally acceptable for the clinical

applications targeted by the system [Hoving et al., 2002, Riddle, 1987, Mullaney, 2010,

Kolber et al., 2012, van de Pol et al., 2010].

However, when the device is placed on a person, additional factors come into play that

cannot be simulated on a robotic arm. Let us think, for example, of compensatory move-

ments or relative movements between the sensors and the person, perhaps linked to the

support in the use and the movements of the skin with respect to the fixed references

identified on the bones. The movements of the human body are very complex compared

to the simulated ones due to the so-called kinematic redundancy [Thomas et al., 2005].

For this reason, a test was performed to evaluate the Sentry’s performance in measuring

planar angles on healthy subjects, using the Vicon device as a reference.

4.1 Introduction

This study was performed on healthy adults performing planar movements of the

upper limb. Angles measured by the Sentry were compared to those measured with

the Vicon optoelectronic tracked markers. This technology is considered the Gold

Standard for motion analysis and is widely used in clinical setting [Nair et al., 2010].

The Vicon system provides a valuable measuring tool for biomechanical movement

analysis showing a marker’s positional estimation accuracy of less than 2 mm in the

best-operating conditions, a value that, however, greatly depends on the measure-

ment setup [Merriaux et al., 2017, van der Veen et al., 2019]. The optoelectronic system

detects reflected light to estimate a marker’s 3D position by triangulating it in the

acquisition volume using the time-of-flight. The acquisition volume is dependent on

the number of infrared cameras and their Field of View (FoW). The data provided by
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the optoelectronic system are the spatial coordinates of the individual markers used,

which the user must then interpret to derive the quantities of interest for the study (for

example, velocities, accelerations, angles, distances).

Data acquisition from Vicon takes place via the interface provided by Vicon, the Nexus

software [Vicon, 2015]. Nexus is used to set all the infrared cameras before the acqui-

sition, calibrate the system, acquire data, label the acquired markers and export data

in different formats. The system’s calibration is a multi-step procedure that calculates

the relative position of all the infrared cameras and sets the origin of the axes of the

coordinate system associated with the capture volume. The accuracy of the acquired

data depends on this phase. Accuracy is reported in the interface as an estimate of the

millimetre uncertainty of positioning the single marker in space [Vicon, 2015]. After

the first setup (software, connections), it is possible to move the infrared cameras in

the environment or add/remove cameras, recalibrating the system as schematically

represented in Fig. 4.1. Masking is the procedure that allows hiding the reflective points

that are not produced by markers, caused by environmental objects (e.g. reflections

from floor or furniture) [Vicon, 2015]. After each shutdown, the system keeps the last

session’s settings in memory, but it is advisable to repeat points 2 and 3.

Figure 4.1: Main infrared-camera steps for preparing the system before the acquisition.

The main output of the Nexus is the set of trajectories for each of the Nm markers

used:

(4.1) ~pi(t) = [(xi(0), yi(0), zi(0)), ..., (xi(tf ), yi(tf ), zi(tf ))]
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where i = 1, ..., Nm is the i−thmarker, t is time, tf is the ending time and x(t), y(t), z(t)

are the time dependent cartesian coordinate.

The marker labelisation allows the user to associate each trajectory ~pi(t) with the name

of the corresponding anatomical point. This process, although seeming straightforward,

requires its time because during the acquisition, various inconveniences can occur,

including marker swap and loss of the marker’s visibility, including the so-called flick-

ering, which can lead to exchanges of trajectories and gaps in the acquisition, including

mislabeled markers [Topley and Richards, 2020]. The frequency of these phenomena,

and the accuracy of the system, strongly depend on various aspects, including, among

others: the infrared-cameras resolution, the locations of the cameras relative to each

other, the distance from the cameras, the number and type of markers used and their

proximity [Maletsky et al., 2007], the initial calibration, the acquisition environment

and the camera temperature. The environment is vital since external lights, in particular

sunlight, can interfere with the measurements [Spörri et al., 2016]; in addition, even

if a bit of light enters the room (as in the scenario of this test, as shown in Fig. 4.2),

time-dependent reflections may occur during the acquisition. When the system is

turned on, it warms up for about 30 minutes if the initial temperature is in the range

0÷30◦C [Vicon, 2015]. During this transient, the calibration is not stable and should

be avoided. The data cleaning phase duration largely depends on the experience of

the operator, who manages not only to minimize these phenomena by following all

the necessary precautions in the phase of markerisation of the subject (e.g. covering all

reflective parts on the subject, cleaning the skin, carefully plan how to avoid markers

overlaps) and arrangement of the acquisition volume, but also to use all the tools

provided by the software to speed up the gap-filling and swap correction processes.

Reflective markers are tracked optimally at least two times the frequency rate of the

desired motion [Shannon, 1949].

The subject’s body is schematized as segments defined on two markers each. According

to the chosen marker set, markers are attached to the subject in specific anatomical

points. Markers have to be attached to these points to be firm relative to the underlying

bone, as the relative movement between them, due to passive and active soft tissues, can

severely corrupt the bone motion estimation [Cappello et al., 1997]. Nowadays, prede-
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fined marker sets that come with instructions on where and how to position the markers

properly are widely available, i.e. the Plug-In Gait [Vicon, 2018, Nair et al., 2010].

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Ethics statement

This study was approved by the University Ethics Committee (CERA) at the University

of Genoa (UniGe, Italy); approval session: 2020/20. The subject gave written informed

consent to participate in this study. Other permissions were not required.

4.2.2 Participants

Ns = 19 healthy subjects were recruited for this study. The exclusion criteria were:

(1) a history of surgery, fractures or other minor injuries to the dominant shoulder,

(2) a dominant shoulder disease (e.g. osteoarthritis, rotator cuff injury, dislocation,

thoracic outlet syndrome, tendonitis, muscle injury, tears, strains), (3) musculoskeletal

disorder of the dominant shoulder within the last six months (pain, limitations of

movement, tingling, loss or reduction of strength or sensitivity) such as to have had

to undergo therapies (drugs, physiotherapy or other) or that have prevented/limited

work, domestic, or hobby activities. Participants were asked to refrain from intense

physical activity in the upper limbs 48 hours prior to the experiment and/or work/play

activities that include a high use of the upper limbs, especially beyond 90 degrees of

movement. The candidate’s evaluation form is shown in Appendix. I.

The characteristics (weight, age, height) of the population are shown in Table 4.1.

All the participants were tested on their dominant shoulder. Laterality was verified in

two ways. Verbally, during the compilation of the evaluation form of the single subject,

shown in Appendix. I, and by administering the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory test.

This test is a measurement scale widely used in the clinic to assess the dominance of a

person’s hand in everyday activities [Oldfield, 1971], translated in Italian, as reported

in Appendix. I. All participants were right-handed.
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Table 4.1: Characteristics of the test population.

perc [%] Age [y] Height [kg] Weight [cm]
male 10 53 30.4±9.6 178.0±8.1 73.9±7.5
female 9 47 27.2±9.4 163.7±5.8 53.7±4.9
total (Ns) 19 28.9±9.6 171.2±10.1 64.3±12.0

4.2.3 Acquisition volume and Marker placement

In optical MOCAP, the data collection volume is usually set as small as possible around

the analyzed subject in order to minimize the effects described in Section 4.1 and to

maximize the accuracy of the acquisition. In our case, this was not possible as the

analysis area of the Vicon was a 7 m by 7 m room equipped for gait analysis and used

by other groups. Additional cameras were placed on a tripod near the subject.

The optoelectronic system consisted of 14 infrared cameras (100 Hz). Ten cameras were

attached to the ceiling 2 m high, and four near the subject, as shown in Fig. 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Left: a view on the acquisition volume during the calibration procedure.
Right: the tripod used for placing 4 infrared-cameras close to the subject.

A custom markerset based on Nm = 16 markers was used, shown in Fig. 4.3;

markers were placed on specific anatomical landmarks by an expert physiotherapist

as reported in Table 4.2. The sensors of the Sentry were placed 4 cm up from marker

A1 along the joining the elbow and the acromion, and on the acromion, between the

markers X1 and X2, respectively.
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Figure 4.3: Custom markerset.

Table 4.2: List of the Nm markers names and their anatomical position.

Name Anatomical landmark
X1 posterior border of the acromion of the right scapula
X2 anterior border of the acromion of the right scapula
X3 anterior border of the acromion of the left scapula
X4 posterior border of the acromion of the left scapula
F1 sternal incision
F2 xiphoid process
A1 head of radius
A2 midline of the arm that cross up the biceps brachii, 2 cm above the joint line
A4 olecranon
A3 trochlea
H1 posterior-superior iliac spine (SIPS)
H2 anterior-superior iliac spine (SIAS)
B1 7th cervical vertebra
B2 base of sacrum
W1 external wrist
W2 internal wrist

4.2.4 Data acquisition

Participants were asked to perform nm = 7 session of different planar movements,

repeated ten times each with a pause of 10 s between each. The movements were

recorded simultaneously by both Vicon and Sentry. Movement were: abduction, adduc-

tion, flexion, extension, intrarotation, extrarotation and horizontal abd-adduction, as

described in Section 2.3.3. The order of the sequences for each participant was randomly
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Figure 4.4: Camera setup, as visible from the Nexus Software. Left: acquisition volume
seen from above, all 14 cameras used are visible. Right: detail of the 4 additional
cameras positioned next to the subject.

extracted before the session.

The test consisted of the following phases:

• The subject was explained what the test consisted of and what movements he

would have to make.

• A physiotherapist prepared the subject for data taking: the Sentry was attached

to the skin, and the markers were placed in the points described in Table 4.2.

• The subject performed the sequence of repeated movements guided by the opera-

tor to warm up the muscles before the start of the tests.

• A recognizable event was performed in the data for time synchronization.

• The subject performed the acquisition sequence. The data were acquired simul-

taneously by both systems. Between each sequence, the subject waited for 10 s,

during which the physiotherapist illustrated the next sequence.

• At the end of the last sequence, the operator stopped both acquisitions and

removed the instruments from the subject.

Vicon data was acquired using Nexus (v2.11).
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4.2.5 Data processing

From the .c3d files exported from the Nexus Software, the quantities of interest were

extracted using the ezc3d Python library [Michaud and Begon, 2021].

All the geometric and mathematical calculations described below have been performed

with custom algorithms starting from mathods provided by Python libraries such as

numpy [Harris et al., 2020], math [van Rossum, 2017] and SciPy [Virtanen et al., 2020].

All code have been written in Python 3.7 [Python, 2021].

The signals from the two instruments were temporally synchronized using a known

event, in this case, a pulse signal produced by hitting the person’s arm. At the same

time, he/she was asked to hold it still at 90 degrees of abduction, as shown in Fig. 4.5.

DC offset was removed from both datasets.

Sentry data were smoothed with the central moving average algorithm. An array of

raw (noisy) data [y1, y2, . . . , yN ] is converted to a new array of smoothed data, with

Eq. 4.2:

(4.2) (yk)s =
n∑

i=−n

yk+i

2n+ 1

where the k-th smoothed point (yk)s is the average of an odd number of consecutive

2n + 1 (n = 1, 2, ...) points of the raw data yk−n, . . . , yk, . . . , yk+n, considered as the

simplest form of the Savitzky-Golay filter [Press and Teukolsky, 1990]. A value of n = 3

was used, which means a very slight smoothing.

No further filtering was done to the Vicon data exported from the Nexus software as

the signal was considerably smoother than that of Sentry.

In order to compare the two signals, data were adjusted in post-processing using the

interp1d linear interpolation method provided by the SciPy Python library and then

resampled in order to have overlapping and equally spaced points for the two signals.

4.2.6 Data analysis

The data from both instruments was compared with customized Python code.

Some notations and conventions which will be used in the discussion:
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Figure 4.5: The signal variation for the time alignment between the Vicon and Sentry.
This data is already resampled with a single time axis.

• to lighten the notation, the various marker position vectors pi(t), i = 1, ..., Nm,

will be indicated from here on with the relative marker name in bold and implying

the dependence on time, e.g. A1.

• In addition to markers, virtual markers are also used, which are spatial points

calculated from real markers. An example is the average between two markers,

identified by the overline, e.g. X1X2 = (X1 + X2)/2. From now on, both types

will be referred to as "marker".

• The vectors used in the angle calculations, defined on markers and virtual mark-

ers by Eq. 4.3, will be identified with unique names, reported in Table 4.3.

(4.3) −→v12(t) = −→p1(t)−−→p2(t)

The angles calculated with the markerset described in Fig. 4.3 were obtained with

different calculations, which used vectors and planes that are described in detail in

Table 4.3 and shown in Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7.

• Horizontal Abduction: the angle between the projections on the XY plane of the

two vectors
−−→
SH and

−→
AR.
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Table 4.3: Decription of the main vectors used for the angle calculation.

Vector Description
−→
AI from X1X2 to A3
−→
AR from X1X2 to A1A3
−−→
BA from F1 to F2
−−→
BF from B1 to F1
−→
BS from B1 to X4
−−→
BV from B1 to its projection on the XY plane, P1
−→
FA from A1 to W1
−→
FR from F1 to F2
−−→
SH from X1X2 to X3X4

• Extension and Flexion: the angle between the projection of the vector
−→
AI on the

Sagittal Median plane and
−−→
BV . The Sagittal plane was defined by the two vectors

−−→
BF and

−−→
BV .

• Abduction: the angle between the projection of
−→
AI on the plane of the back,

parallel to the Coronal Plane, and the vector
−−→
BV . The plane is defined by the

vectors
−→
BS and

−−→
BV .

• Adduction: the angle between
−→
AI and the vertical vector,

−−→
BV .

• Rotation: the angle between the projections on the XY plane of vectors
−→
FA and

−−→
BF .

• Horizontal Rotation: the angle between the projection on the Sagittal Plane of
−→
FA and

−−→
BA.

Once the angular values were obtained for both instruments, paired difference

analyzes were performed.

The Mean Absolute Error (MAE) error was used as the primary indicator of the distance

between the two measurements, i.e. the average magnitude of the deviation in a set of

acquisitions, without considering their direction, as Eq. 4.4:

(4.4) MAE =
1

n

n∑
i=1

|di|

where ei is the calculated difference between the pair of samples from the Vicon and

the Sentry. This measures accuracy for continuous variables with a linear score, i.e. all
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Figure 4.6: The markers (white dots), virtual markers (green dots and dotted lines
for the joining between two markers) and vectors (red arrows) used in the angle
calculations. The projections of some markers on the XY plane are indicated with blue
squares and dotted lines.

the individual differences are weighted.

In addition to this indicator, the root mean squared error (RMSE) was used, reported in

Eq. 4.5:

(4.5) RMSE =

√√√√ 1

n

n∑
i=1

d
2

i

Since this indicator uses the average of the square of the errors, the RMSE error gives a

higher weight to large difference values compared to MAE, leading to equal or higher

errors [Chai and Draxler, 2014]. The use of both indicators serves to quantify variations

in the errors. The more significant the difference between MAE and RMSE was, the

greater the variance in the individual errors in the sample. When MAE is equal to

RMSE, all the errors have the same magnitude. The calculated MAE for each sequence
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Figure 4.7: Planes calculated on the subject. The first is the Sagittal median Plane (left,
in red), the second is parallel to the Coronal Plane (right, in blue).
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Figure 4.8: Plot for the seven different planar angles calculated with the Vicon (blue
line) and measured by the Sentry (orange line) for a single subject. As can be seen, the
greatest deviation is observed for the Rotation.

of movements is reported as a 7×19 matrix shown in Fig. 4.9. Together is reported

the matrix of the differences with the RMSE. The averages of the point differences for
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Figure 4.9: MAE values for the 7 movements and for all the subjects (left matrix) and
absolute difference between MAE and RMSE (right matrix).

each movement are shown in Fig. 4.11. Whiskers are defined on the Inter-Quantile

Ranges (IQR; all data points outside the boundary of the whiskers are plotted as

outliers [Velleman and Hoaglin, 1981, Mcgill et al., 1978].

The Pearson’s R and Spearman’s ρ correlation values for each movement and subject

are reported in two 7×19 correlation matrices, shown in Fig. 4.10. The boxplot of the R

values for each of the seven movements and for each participant are reported separately

in Fig. 4.12, where the 0.9 threshold value is reported. The same plots for Spearman’s ρ

values are reported in Fig. 4.13.

The correlation plots for the seven movements of a single subject are reported in

Fig. 4.15.

The average deviation, considering all movements, is equal to (10.5± 7.3) deg. On
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Figure 4.10: Correlation values for all subjects for the seven movements: Pearson’s R
values (left) and Spearman’s ρ values (right).

the other hand, excluding the Roll angle from the calculation, the deviation reduces

significantly to (8.3± 4.6) deg.

Lastly, the Bland-Altman plots [Giavarina, 2015] for a single subject are reported

in Fig. 4.14. In the Bland-Altman plots, the three horizontal dashed lines represent

the average difference between the two signals d and the Limits of Agreement, i.e.

d± std(d), where std(d) is the standard deviation of the difference.

4.3 Discussions

The average deviation is equal to (10.5± 7.3) deg. By excluding the Roll angle from the

calculation, the deviation reduces significantly to (8.3 ± 4.6) deg. The main cause of
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Figure 4.11: MAE values for the different movements. Outliers are plotted as circles.

the significant deviations found for the roll values is the conversion to Euler angles,

which has a singularity for pitch approaching ±90 degrees. To avoid the singularity,

subjects were asked to raise their arm approximately 15 degrees before the ten ro-

tational movements. By observing the data, it is clear that this small threshold was

not maintained during the execution of the movements, especially considering that

it is not a resting position for the limb. Furthermore, depending on the shape of the

participant’s muscle, in some cases, the initial lift was not sufficient to keep the sensor

out of the singularity zone. For these reasons, it is reasonable to exclude these values in

anticipation of a more accurate control during acquisitions or a change of hardware

or software that allows avoiding this singularity. Algorithms can be introduced to

compensate for this issue. These algorithms change the response for angles that are

greater than a threshold [Kang and Park, 2011] or use additional inertial sensors that

can operate under certain conditions and provide data where the individual stops in

what is a multi-IMU devices [Rasoulzadeh and Shahri, 2016].

From the difference plots reported in Fig. 4.8 it is possible to observe a dependence on

the angle. For example, in the Abduction movement, the difference is more significant

for values lower than -40 deg. The biggest difference can be found for higher and lower

values in the high rotation (the Rot_90 plot). This effect has different causes, which
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Figure 4.12: Pearson’s R values for the movements (upper plot) and for all the subjects
(lower plot). Outliers are plotted as circles. Red line identifies the 0.9 threshold.
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Figure 4.13: Spearman’s ρ values for the movements (upper plot) and for all the subjects
(lower plot). Outliers are plotted as circles. Red line identifies the 0.9 threshold.
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Figure 4.14: Bland-Altman plots for a single subject, for all movements.

Figure 4.15: Correlation plots for a single subject, for all movements.
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add up and are more pronounced for some movements. One of these causes is the

compensatory movement of the shoulder. The effect can be observed, for example, in

the High Rotation movement: for angles greater than 50 deg and -75 deg, it is possible

to notice how the movement of the sensor placed on the shoulder reduces the measured

angle. Another cause, as illustrated above, is the discontinuity point along the vertical

axis, which is observable for the Rotation movement.

The Pitch angle measured by the S2 sensor is invariant under rotations around the

vertical axis. For this reason, when a Flexion or Abduction movement reaches 0 deg

or 90 deg to the −→g vector, all exceeding angles (e.g. more than 90 deg) are seen as a

departure from the vertical direction, i.e. an angle decrease. A similar effect can be

observed in the angle calculated by the Vicon for some movements. This effect can

be corrected with additional sign-based control of a vector product, which must be

implemented to make the sensor response valid on the whole scale.

The reported phenomena can be made even more explicit by observing the Bland-

Altman plots, shown in Fig. 4.14. For example, in the "Rot_90" plot, the sign inversion

can be seen for angles with modulus greater than ±75 deg. As visible in Fig. 4.8, the

most problematic movement is the Adduction, as previously shown also in the correla-

tion plots in Fig. 4.15. The variation of the difference between Sentry and Vicon with

the angular values is the cause of the trend visible in some plots. The cause is mainly

related to the different amplitude of the two signals due to the causes reported above.

Concluding these analyzes, these measurements provide a fundamental data set for

developing a new algorithm capable of compensating for discontinuity points and

compound movements of multiple joints. It should be emphasized that values have also

been acquired as quaternions so that future code revisions can update the conversion

algorithms to solve these problems, thus maintaining the same dataset.

There are some aspects to consider to better analyse the difference between the Vicon

and the Sentry’s measurements. Firstly, the angles measured results from a custom

marker set and algorithms. The Vicon system is the Gold Standard for measuring

the position of markers in the laboratory space. However, if the observables result

from mathematical operations (e.g. angles based on a custom model), it is necessary

to validate the custom model itself. Validation can be done by comparing it with
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previously-validated tools such as the Vicon’s Plug-In Gait [Vicon, 2018], to be per-

formed before the comparison with the new system. Speaking of kinematics, this is

particularly true in the study of human movement, which is very complex to model

as movements are carried out with more degrees of freedom, for what is called the

kinematic redundancy [Thomas et al., 2005]. In this study, angles have been defined

starting from a simplified model of the position of the marker. This model does not

consider compensatory movements performed by the participants capable of shifting

the relative positions of specific markers or varying the direction of vectors used as a

reference for specific movements. Another critical aspect to consider is the projections

on the person’s planes, used to calculate angles, such as the abduction. The calculated

planes are approximations of the anatomical ones (coronal, sagittal, transverse), cal-

culated with the available markers, and are not always perfectly superimposed. This

approximation may introduce systematics that should be analyzed, which was not

done for this study.

Considering the previous observations, the observed differences may not be precisely

those between the real joint movement and Sentry measurement. Given the more sig-

nificant movements’ complexity studied and the less control over the execution of the

movements, a more significant deviation from the values measured in the laboratory

with the robotic arm was expected.

4.4 Conclusions

Excluding the Roll values calculated in the rotations, for which a new algorithm is re-

quired that takes into account the singularity point for pitch approaching ±90 degrees,

the average deviation between the measurements provided by the Vicon system and

the Sentry are equal to (8.3± 4.6) deg. These values are obtained with a custom Vicon

markerset: for a definitive validation of the Sentry system it would be necessary either

to first validate the markerset developed for these tests or to adapt a markerset already

used in clinics, e.g. the Vicon Gait PlugIn.

As expected, on-person tests are essential for tools like the Sentry, to observe the com-

plex real use-conditions, in which several factors can drastically reduce repeatability

and accuracy. In this case, composite movements of different anatomical parts, vari-
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ations in the conformation of the limb depending on the movement performed and

different offsets between subjects. Angular deviation values are higher than what was

found in laboratory tests with movements performed by a robot, reported in Chapter 3.

Given these considerations, in order to validate the instrument, further studies are

required and more advanced algorithm to compensate for discontinuity points and

compensatory movements of complex joints are needed.

To be conservative and considering a deviation of 10 deg with the current version, how-

ever, it can be assumed that for the target use, i.e. ecological movement analysis, the

value is clinically acceptable, as reported in Chapter 3. The movements are compatible

with the accuracy data reported in the Bosch BNO080 sensor manual, which is between

5 and 10 degrees depending on the application [Hillcrest, 2017]. These values need

to be improved with future software releases which aim to better evaluate angles in

particular contexts described above, to obtain more robust estimates that can apply to

real contexts of use.

Once the basic device tests have been completed, the second hardware component

of the Sentry system remains to be tested: the solutions for wearing the sensors. The

following chapter shows the requirements, the solutions identified, and the tests carried

out to identify the best solutions to allow the patient to wear the device in a simple and

repeatable way.
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Chapter 5

Wearability study
In Chapter 4, the reported tests of the Sentry system on persons were performed by

applying the sensors directly to the skin. Although these are the ideal conditions of

use, the primary target will be the post-operative patient who will use it at home, in

the so-called ecological environment [Job et al., 2020]. It is clear that in such a context,

it is impossible to ask the subject to place the sensors every day at the appropriate

landmarks that are indicated in Section 4.2.3. In addition to the discomfort that this

would cause the patient, it is unthinkable to assume that he/she will be able to position

the sensors correctly and in a repeatable way. Finding the right compromise between

comfort and functionality is essential to find a practical and effective solution to solve

this aspect.

This chapter describes the research process for one or more prototype solutions and is

structured as follows:

• the description of the requirements, the use-cases, the possible solutions that

have been identified with their main limitations, is reported in Section 5.1;

• the tests performed on the identified solutions, reported in Section 5.2.

5.1 Requirements and possible solutions

The wearability device for the Sentry’s shoulder configuration serves to hold three

elements on the person in specific body parts:

• the first sensor (S1), which is placed on the proximal third of the humerus, along

the external aspect;

• the second sensor (S2), which is placed on the acromion of the scapula and serves

as a reference for S1;
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• the Central Unit (CU), placed close to the sternum, on the opposite side from the

studied shoulder. This placement helps avoid any problem during the sitting or

lying down phases.

This specific configuration can be applied on supports of various shapes and materials

to optimize comfort, ease of use and positioning repeatability without compromising

its validity in terms of data acquisition.

Two of the most suitable solutions found for this application are an elastic shirt, on

which to sew tailored pockets and a customized shoulder brace. The description of the

individual alternatives, which can be used in different contexts of use, is given below:

• Application on the user’s skin. This type of solution is indicated for use in the

clinical setting. It is easy for a physical therapist to apply sensors repeatably

to the correct landmarks, reported in Section 4.2.3. It is the most suitable for

the clinician to implement the Goniometer Mode, as described in Section 2.6.2,

which, using skin adhesive materials, can easily apply and remove the sensors

for the limited time of the measurement. For this application, hypoallergenic

double-sided adhesives have been identified. The adhesive is attached to the

rear aspect of the sensors and the Central Unit. The adhesive must guarantee

good resistance against detachment –mainly caused by the movements of the

joint segments, by the presence of hair and skin not properly cleansed– and, at

the same time, allow the clinician to easily detach the sensors from the patient’s

skin without causing abrasions. An alternative to the proposed systems could

be constituted by an adhesive material (placed in contact with the user’s skin)

that has a "button" interface system (such as the one used for some electrodes

in the field of electromyographic signal measurement) to allow the sensor to be

"hooked" by pressure using a homologous adhesive placed in contact with the

external wall of the sensor and the Central Unit.

• Elastic shirt. This type of solution foresees fixing the Sentry through special

containment pockets sewn on an adherent sport shirt. The main advantage of

this solution appears to be the small footprint offered by the lightness of the

materials, which can guarantee great ease-of-use for prolonged sessions, e.g.
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in those scenarios for which it could be required to wear the Sentry for 8-10

consecutive hours. Furthermore, this solution may be more practical for clinical

contexts in which it is necessary to monitor sports or work-related movements,

as it does not hinder movement and can be hidden under other clothes.

• Shoulder brace. The Sentry is installed on an elastic brace similar to those used

for the "partial immobilization" or "support". The elements of the Sentry are

fixed using specially tailor-made pockets. The increased thickness of the fabric

can make it possible to hide the Sentry’s cables in special guides. This aspect

is not secondary since it would reduce the accidents associated with use by

the patient, especially during the wearing phases. The main advantages of this

solution appear to be greater adherence to the skin, especially in the elbow area.

Another advantage is using fewer sizes as the single one can fit most people

using the adjustable velcro closures. On the other hand, the elastic shirts must

be the correct size for each patient. The Velcro closures could also help wear

the device for users with reduced functional capabilities, such as post-surgical

rehabilitation and stroke patients, reducing the need for external support or

allowing for independent wearing.

5.1.1 Criticalities of the proposed solutions

The two proposed solutions present some criticalities:

• Application using an elastic shirt. First of all, the greater difficulty in wearing for

a certain category of patients should be considered. For example, patients under-

going post-surgical shoulder rehabilitation and patients with stroke outcomes.

In these cases, the reduced mobility of the upper limb would make it extremely

difficult, if not impossible, to wear the "instrumented shirt" independently, re-

quiring some assistance. A possible solution is a shirt with a front zip opening,

which would greatly increase the chances that it can be worn autonomously or

semi-autonomously even by people with reduced joint function and autonomy,

which is shown in Fig. 5.9. This solution has not been tested during the PhD. A

second issue to consider is the need for greater cleansing that the shirt would
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require since it covers a greater body area. Therefore, the hypothesis of equipping

end-users with a minimum of two spare parts should be considered. It should

also be considered the need to find a wide variety of sizes and to identify the

degree of adherence to the skin, elasticity and comfort, which allow on the one

hand to be well tolerated by the user, and on the other to ensure the necessary

reliability and repeatability of recorded data. In this sense, it would be desirable

to carry out reliability and repeatability tests with respect to the Gold Standard

(Vicon) to understand how much a reduced adhesion of the composition fabric of

the elastic mesh on the body, and therefore an excessive elasticity, may influence

the recorded data. Ultimately, it should be considered that, for the clinician’s use

of the Sentry, e.g. Goniometer Mode, the application using an elastic shirt could

be an impractical solution to implement for a large number of patients.

• Application using a shoulder brace. First of all, the greater bulk given by the

brace makes it essential to carefully evaluate the choice of materials that would

make up the final version of the product, especially in those scenarios where the

patient may be required to wear the Sentry for a long time. The same potential

limitation could occur when monitoring functional movements or sport/work-

specific gestures. In these scenarios, it could be crucial to have a material that is as

light as possible. Finally, it should be considered that the brace may not be suitable

to be worn interchangeably between the right and left limbs. Therefore, it will be

necessary to foresee this possibility and eventually prefer the usable models for

both sides, even if they are generally less fitting. Furthermore, although this may

be a less frequent eventuality, braces that simultaneously cover both shoulders

can be evaluated.

5.2 Material testing

The most straightforward use-case, as described above, is the one in the clinician’s

studio. Since the total duration of the measurement is less than an hour and the envi-

ronment is controlled, e.g. the sensors do not have to withstand rubbing or shocks due

to clothing and daily life activities, the sensors can be attached to the skin. Different
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fixing solutions were analyzed. The conditions are not favourable for adhesives for

different reasons. Firstly, the Delrin [Read and Williams, 1961] used to build the boxes

has a greasy surface that does not allow a stable fixing for many adhesives on the

market. Secondly, not all solutions are suitable for skin contact, so a hypoallergenic

adhesive should be selected. Two double-sided adhesives were identified as a possible

solution for the prototype, to be used together for different purposes: the skin and

the body. For the part in contact with the body, a suitable product was identified in

collaboration with Spes Medica S.r.l. (Genoa): the 3M™ 300LSE, a double-sided ad-

hesive resistant to contact with oily surfaces. This adhesive is suitable for keeping

two flat and rigid surfaces glued, but it tends to detach easily in contact with the skin.

For this reason, a second double-sided foam tape, the Scotch® Double Face, was used

in contact with the boxes, able to resist the stress caused by the person’s movement.

As illustrated above, the use case at home is more complicated and can involve very

Figure 5.1: Enlargement on the two double-sided adhesives identified for fixing on
the skin: (1) the Scotch® Double Face foam in contact with the box and (2) the 3M™
300LSE tape.

different contexts. Depending on the clinical case, the support must be more or less

limiting for the movements, going from being just a holder for keeping the device in

the correct position –without changing the mobility of the limb in any way–, to support

able to hold the shoulder and reduce the load on the joint. There cannot be a single

solution that covers all possible use-cases.
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For the person who can move the shoulder within certain limits, the analysis started by

searching different elastic sport shirts, adherent and thin and limiting; for the person

who needs a slightly greater hold for the shoulder, a shoulder brace solution was taken

into account. Both the materials had to represent relatively low-cost solutions and were

easily found on the market.

In all cases, discretion was considered an essential factor: the patient should wear it

under the clothes and keep it for prolonged periods, i.e. from 1h to 12h, depending

on the use-case. For the brace, after the first screening, three different products were

identified in order to perform some pilot tests and to find those with the best charac-

teristics in terms of weight, comfort, adherence to the skin, and breathability: a cheap

commercial white-label neoprene product, found under different names, shown in

Fig. 5.3, the Urbo® Shoulder neoprene Brace, shown in Fig. 5.2 and the Tenortho®

Homerus [Tenortho, 2021], shown in Fig. 5.3.

As for the elastic shirt, only one economic solution met the requirements. The majority

of available solutions had incompatible sleeves to keep the inertial sensor in the prox-

imity of the elbow.

After the pilot test, the remaining two products were: a commercial elastic sport shirt

and a neoprene shoulder brace, reported in Fig. 5.2.

Excluding the problems of wearability or comfort of use for prolonged sessions, it is

possible to identify the main limitations of both solutions. The main problem of most

commercial braces is that during the abduction movement, the fabric tends to form

wrinkles, which can significantly shift the position of the reference sensor placed near

the acromion.

The identified product, the Urbo® Shoulder Brace, shown in Fig. 5.2, has a slightly

different design compared to the majority of available products, with a rearward confor-

mation on the shoulder, which helps maintain tension and allows the brace to remain

adherent to the shoulder, as shown in Fig. 5.4.

The identified elastic shirt was the Olaian® Lycra Thermal Shirt, shown in Fig. 5.2.

Many elastic shirts on the market have a reduced fabric thickness, which allows the

cable to deform the area around the anchoring point of the sensors. These deformations

can cause the sensor not to remain fixed to the underlying skin. Other thicker solutions
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Figure 5.2: The elastic sport shirt, the Olaian® Lycra Thermal Shirt (right) and the Urbo®
Shoulder Brace (left). Images from Decathlon Urbo official product pages, respectively.

Figure 5.3: The white-label shoulder brace (left) and the Tenortho® Humerus (right).

Figure 5.4: The Urbo Shoulder Brace shows great adhesion to the shoulder even in the
case of abduction movements.

have a material that is not very breathable or too rigid to be worn without restrictions

for prolonged periods.

The two selected products have been tested at the movement analysis laboratory of the

Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia (IIT – Genova, Italy) to estimate to what extent the brace

and the shirt adhere to the person’s skin, especially during the rotational movements.

These tests were necessary because each kind of tissue in contact with the skin own
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various degrees of sliding upon the skin surface that may influence the amount of body

segment’s movement recorded by sensors applied above them. In particular, both the

shirt and the brace were tested against the on-skin application during internal and

external shoulder rotations. Two reflective markers, M1 and M2, were applied on the

arm, aligned on the joining line between the Lateral Epicondyle (LE) and the Acromion

(AC) [Wu et al., 2005]. M1 was placed at a distance of (5.0±0.1) cm from the LE and was

not moved during the acquisitions. M2, instead, was placed on a distance d0 from M1,

in 4 different applications, alternating between the support and the skin (brace - skin -

shirt - skin). Markers placement is shown in Fig. 5.7. The distance, measured between

the bases of application of the markers, were: d0 = (2.1± 0.1)cm for the shirt test and

(2.7± 0.1) cm for the brace one. The subject was asked to perform internal and external

rotations, and the Vicon measured the markers’ positions. After the movement was

completed, M2 was placed at the same distance from M2 by removing the underlying

support. Then the same was repeated for the other support.

The Vicon provides the instantaneous position of the two markers in space, P1(t) and

P2(t). The value of interest is their distance in time, d(t) = |P1(t)− P2(t)|, which gives

information about how much the relative movement changes in the different cases.

It is helpful to note that the repeatability in positioning, although verified, is not too

important in this analysis since it only introduces a slight offset that does not influence

the amplitude and the standard deviations of d(t).

The observations suggest that the additional brace thickness is compensated because it

is much tighter than the shirt. While the marker’s distance positioned on the material

may be farther from the rotation axis, it is also true that the effects of constriction may

have caused the marker on the skin to move outward. Further evaluations of this aspect

should be carried out for a better analysis.

Values are reported in Tab. 5.1, in which the two different measurements on the skin

are indicated as Skin A and Skin B, and the two tests are indicated as Shirt and Brace,

respectively. As expected, values show that when the markers are applied to the skin,

the movement is followed with higher accuracy, as the measured distance between

them changes less, as shown in Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6. This effect is observable by the

values of the STD and the maximum deviation between values. In the case of the brace,
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Table 5.1: summary values for the d(t) measured in the different cases. The maximum
deviation d(t), the mean and the std are reported.

Support site Mean [mm] STD [mm] Max ∆d [mm]
Skin A 24.58 0.54 2.42
Shirt 20.78 0.86 3.67

Skin B 22.96 0.83 3.39
Brace 23.48 1.85 5.24
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Figure 5.5: Plot of the distance between the two markers for skin-skin (black line) and
skin-shirt (red line) placement.

the effect is much more pronounced since the material is more rigid and thick than the

elastic shirt and therefore tends to slide on the skin without completely following the

arm’s rotation.

The two identified solutions and the three discarded braces were delivered to 36

healthy volunteers (postgraduate students in physiotherapy at the University Campus

of Savona). Subjects were required to hold the support for a minimum of 4 consecu-

tive hours during their usual work activities. Discarded ones were also provided in

order to receive varied feedback from external subjects as well. Participants reported

some parameters such as wearability, ease of application and undressing, breatha-

bility, ease of cleaning, and appropriateness of the size, using a 5-point Likert scale

(from 0 = Completely Disagree to 4 = Completely Agree) [Joshi et al., 2015]. Verbal

and written feedback from the participants were also collected. The demographic
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